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ABSTRACT
Background and aims: Direct-acting antivirals (DAAs) represent an opportunity to improve Hepatitis
C virus (HCV) care cascade. This, combined with improved harm reduction interventions may lead to
HCV elimination especially in people who inject drugs (PWID). We assessed the effectiveness/costeffectiveness of improvements in harm reduction and chronic hepatitis C (CHC) care cascade in PWID
in France.
Methods: We used a dynamic model of HCV transmission and CHC natural history and evaluated:
improved needle/syringe programs-opioid substitution therapies, faster diagnosis/linkage to care,
earlier treatment initiation, alone and in combination among active PWID (mean age=36). Outcomes
were: life expectancy (LE) in discounted quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs); direct lifetime
discounted costs; incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER); number of infections/reinfections.
Results: Under the current practice, LE was 15.846 QALYs, for a mean lifetime cost of €20,762.
Treatment initiation at F0 fibrosis stage alone was less effective and more costly than faster
diagnosis/linkage to care combined with treatment initiation at F0, that increased LE to 16.696
QALYs, decreased new infections by 37%, with a ICER=€5,300/QALY. Combining these
interventions with harm reduction improvements was the most effective scenario (LE=16.701 QALYs,
41% decrease in new infections) but was not cost-effective (ICER= €105,600/QALY); it became costeffective with higher initial HCV incidence rates and lower harm reduction coverage than in our basecase scenario.
Conclusion: This study illustrated the high effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness, of a faster
diagnosis/linkage to care together with treatment from F0 with DAAs. This scenario, corresponding to
a “Test and treat” strategy, should play a central role both in improving the LEs of HCV-infected
patients, and in reducing HCV transmission.
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INTRODUCTION
Chronic hepatitis C (CHC) is a viral disease responsible for over 500,000 deaths/year worldwide 1.
Among people who inject drugs (PWID), hepatitis C virus (HCV) transmission risk is high, due to
injecting equipment sharing 2. This, combined with other health issues related to injection practices,
(HIV infection, bacterial and fungal infections, and overdoses), has led to the introduction of harm
reduction interventions in many countries. In France, these interventions are mainly based on opioid
substitution therapies (OST) using methadone or buprenorphine, and on providing access to sterile
injection equipment in needles and syringes provision programs (NSP). However, HCV
seroprevalence in this population remains around 70% 3. Although 86% of active PWID report having
been on OST during the last six months 4 improvements are still needed in harm reduction area,
concerning access to injection equipment and safer environments for injecting practices. Up to 33% of
PWID report difficulties to access to sterile syringes 3 and 54% of active PWID declared having done
their last injection in public spaces 4. Moreover, PWID do not fall into NSP and OST programs right
from the beginning of their drug-injecting habit.
Recently, with the availability of new direct-acting antiviral (DAA) regimens, a new approach has
emerged to decrease the transmission of HCV. These new therapies are better tolerated and more
effective than the previous treatments, with sustained virological response (SVR) rates of around 95%
in clinical trials 5-12. Thus, HCV elimination using treatment as prevention (TasP) is now widely
considered as an option. This means providing early treatment to PWID who have become infected, in
order to prevent HCV transmission. A previous modeling study in a PWID population in France
showed that low HCV prevalence rates (<10%) could be achieved through a TasP strategy including
improvements in testing, linkage to care, and adherence to treatment, and a treatment initiation at
F0/F1 fibrosis scores 13. Harm reduction strategies were, however, not considered in that analysis.
Moreover cost and cost-effectiveness of these strategies were not considered. The cost of the new
therapies (€28,730 for a 12-week treatment in France) raises the question of the economic impact and
feasibility of this strategy.
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In this study, we use a dynamic individual-based model of HCV transmission in PWID to assess the
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of interventions designed to improve both harm reduction and the
cascade of HCV care in PWID in France, in the context of the new DAAs with the idea of achieving
HCV elimination in the future.

METHODS
Model
We simulated HCV transmission, cascade of care, and health outcomes in a population of initially
active (at the beginning of the study, they had injected in the last month) PWID in France, using an
updated version of our previously developed stochastic dynamic model 13. In this model, each PWID
has an HCV status: susceptible or infected. Each infected individual has a status in the cascade of care
according to diagnosis, linkage to care and treatment (Figure 1.B.). The infection rate depends on the
number of infectious injecting partners among the injectors. The latter is modeled using a random
graph with a household structure, i.e. small groups of strongly connected PWID in the population,
which can themselves be connected together (supplementary material S1). The liver disease’s
progression related to CHC was modeled taking into account fibrosis progression from F0 to F4,
cirrhosis complications (decompensation and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)), death related to HCV
infection (Figure 1.C.) and hepatic transplants for HCV complications, which are associated with high
costs 14. Finally, the model includes the status of each PWID according to harm reduction (Figure
1.A.).
We assumed the population with constant size but not closed: each PWID leaving the population
during the simulation is replaced by a new, susceptible one.
Input Parameters
Parameters values were provided by a literature review, or fitted when no information was available.
The key input parameters are presented in Table 1, and the complete table for the transition parameters
and the initial population distribution are presented in Supplementary Material S1. The initial
incidence of HCV in this PWID population was estimated at 12/100 person-years (p.y.) 15, 16, and we
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fitted the infection rate to this initial value using Approximate Bayesian Computation 17, 18. We
assumed an average duration of two years between the PWID individual's first injection and their entry
into an NSP program, as this duration was not available in literature. The high proportion of active
PWID currently using OST, and experts' opinions suggesting OST is initiated quickly when on OST,
led us to assume a short duration before individuals would accede to the ‘NSP+OST’ state (one year).
About 37% of PWID individuals on OST remain under treatment for 10 months per year 19,
corresponding, according to the survival function of the exponential distribution, to 2.32 years on
average before cessation of OST. In addition, this data, and the high proportion of PWID on OST,
suggest that the cessation of OST occurs for short periods: we assumed OST re-initiation after three
months. Relative risks of HCV infection acquisition in each state were estimated in a meta-analysis 20.
The transition parameters and the initial distribution of the population in the model were mainly
derived from ANRS-Coquelicot study data, an HCV-seroprevalence cross-sectional survey conducted
among drug users in France 3, 4, 13, 21.
Input parameters for the social-network model were estimated by Approximate Bayesian Computation
17, 18

, using data for a population of PWID in Melbourne, Australia 22, due to the absence of local data

in France (supplementary information S1). We simulated populations of 10,480 PWID, each divided
into 20 clusters of 524 individuals, which is the estimated size of the PWID community for the
Australian study 23.
Cost & utilities
We derived the structural costs associated with harm reduction interventions from the budgets of
French harm reduction facilities and treatment centers for PWID 24, 25. To the latter, we added the cost
of opioid substitution therapies and needles 19, 24-26. Costs associated with HCV testing were also
included. Costs associated with HCV were obtained from a study on healthcare consumption in CHC
in France (Table 2) 14. Finally, the cost of the new DAAs was set at €28,730, which is the cost of a
treatment course for several DAAs in France 27.
We used health utilities estimated from a cross-sectional study HCV-infected individuals in France,
but who were not necessarily PWID 28.
The detailed costs and utilities included in the model are presented in supplementary material.
6

Strategies
In the main analysis, we simulated 6 interventions, each representing a scenario corresponding to
different improvements in harm reduction interventions, in the CHC cascade of care, and in treatmentinitiation criteria. Table 3 presents the detailed scenarios.
Outcomes
The outcomes were estimated for the initial cohort of PWID. Incident PWID were not taken into
account. We performed 500 simulations for each scenario. For each simulation, the average lifetime
costs (in 2015 euros), life expectancy in life years (LYs), and life expectancy in quality-adjusted life
years (QALYs) were estimated. We applied to these outcomes an annual discount accordingly to
French guidelines for cost-effectiveness analysis 29. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER)
was estimated in euros/QALY. In absence of a cost-effectiveness threshold in French guidelines29, we
used the World Health Organization guidelines 30, a scenario was considered as very cost-effective if
the ICER was below French GDP/capita (around €33,000)31, and as cost-effective if the ICER was
below three times the French GDP/capita. For each scenario, we also estimated the mean number of
infections in the population, the mean number of reinfections after an SVR, and the ICER in euros/LY.
Sensitivity analysis
The model parameters were fixed to a single value for the main analysis, and the standard deviations
given in the results only reflect the uncertainty due to the stochasticity of the model. To assess the
impact of the uncertainty relying on the parameters values on the results, we performed sensitivity
analyses for some key parameters. We changed the initial HCV incidence from 12/100 p.y. in the main
analysis: first to 22/100 p.y. (Montréal, Canada 32, 33, and then to 42/100 p.y. (London, UnitedKingdom )34. Moreover, we changed the mean value for time to diagnosis from 1.25/1.45 years: first
to 2.0 years (Montréal, Canada 32, 33, and then to 7.8 years (London, United-Kingdom)35. Furthermore,
we changed the rate of loss to follow-up from 14% /year, to assumptions: firstly of 20%/ year, and,
then, of 30%/year. Due to the uncertainty about harm reduction parameters, we also performed a
sensitivity analysis by changing the transition rates to a worst-case scenario. We changed the transition
time from "difficult access to injecting equipment" to "NSP" from two years to three years, and the
transition time from NSP to NSP+OST from one year to two years. Furthermore, we set initial
7

distribution at NSP=40%, vs. 30% in the main analysis, and at NSP+OST=45%, vs. 50% in the main
analysis. We assessed the impact of utilities on the analyses by using utilities estimated from an HCVinfected German population with dual therapy (Table S17) 36, 37. We also estimated the impact of a
25%, 50% and 75% decrease in the treatment cost. Finally, we assessed the sensitivity of the results to
the connectivity of the social-network model using a “low connectivity” scenario and a “high
connectivity” scenario: in these scenarios, the probabilities of linking 2 individuals in the random
graph model were set respectively to the lower bounds and upper bounds of their confidence intervals
(see Supplementary Material S1).
Manuscript approval
All authors had access to the study data and reviewed and approved the final manuscript.
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RESULTS
Main analysis
Results of the main analysis are presented Table 4. Figure 2 shows the efficiency curve. We sorted
results on a scale of increasing costs. S1 (the current practice) was the least expensive scenario, with
an average lifetime cost/person of €20,762 and an adjusted average life expectancy of each person was
15.846 QALYs. For the overall cohort of 10,480 people, the total number of HCV infections was
estimated at 3,461, among which there were 992 reinfections following a previous SVR. An
improvement in harm reduction interventions in S2 (improved harm reduction interventions) led to a
moderate increase in adjusted life expectancy, which was estimated at 15.864 QALYs. Meanwhile, S4
(improved testing and linkage to care) increased the adjusted average life expectancy to 16.083
QALYs. In S3, we initiated treatment from F0 instead of F2. The adjusted average life expectancy
increased to 16.382 QALYs, and costs increased (€24,566). However, all the previous scenarios
yielded a higher incremental cost-effectiveness ratio than S5, in which we combined the improvements
made in strategy S4 with a treatment initiation at F0. This situation corresponds to extended
dominance. S5 led to an adjusted life expectancy of 16.694 QALYs, and decreased the number of new
infections in the population to 2,176 for a lifetime cost of €25,223. This scenario was also very costeffective, with an ICER of €5,300/QALY compared with S1.
Finally, the S6 scenario, in which we combined improvements in harm reduction interventions,
testing, and linkage to care, with a treatment initiation from F0, led to an increase of the adjusted lifeexpectancy efficacy (+0.007 QALYs) for an ICER of €105,600/QALY. This scenario was also the one
that yielded the lowest number of infections, which fell to 2,025.
When we considered the incremental cost-effectiveness/life years saved, rather than QALY saved, we
found S4 (improved testing/linkage to care) to be the most cost-effective strategy (=0.092LY saved
compared with the current practice). S6 was the most effective scenario, but it was associated with a
high cost-effectiveness ratio compared with S5 (€198,000/LY; >3 times France's GDP/capita).
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Sensitivity analysis
The complete results of the sensitivity analysis are given in the supplementary material S3. We only
mention here the most notable results.
In summary, S3, where we improved testing and linkage to care, became an efficient scenario when
we applied a 75% decrease in the treatment cost (€7,180 vs. €28,730, Table S7) to our scenarios; S3
became the second least expensive scenario (after S1), with a lifetime cost of €17,490 vs. €16,690 in
S1. The most effective scenario, S6, which is S3 plus treatment from F0 and an improvement in harm
reduction measures, remained not cost-effective under this scenario: ICER= €133,400/QALY.
When we increased the initial incidence in our scenarios from 12/100 p.y. to the values estimated in
studies for Montréal (22/100 p.y.) and London (42/100 p.y.), strategies where the treatment is initiated
from F0 (S3, S5 and S6) became costlier relatively to other strategies (see Figure 2 and Tables S8 to
S9). However, the efficiency of S6, which combined improvements in harm reduction interventions
and improvements in testing/linkage to care with treatment as of F0 increased with the initial
incidence. For an initial incidence of 22/100 p.y. (vs. 12/100 p.y in the main analysis), the ICER vs. S5
was €45,500/QALY (vs. €105,600/QALY in the main analysis). For an initial incidence of 42/100
p.y., there was an extended dominance of S5 by S6.
We changed the transition rate in the harm reduction model, and the initial distribution of the
population in harm reduction measures, to a worst case: time from "difficult access to injecting
equipment" to "NSP" from two years to three years, the transition time from NSP to NSP+OST from
one year to two years, initial distribution at NSP=40%, vs. 30% in the main analysis, and at
NSP+OST=45%, vs. 50% in the main analysis. Under these conditions, we observed a higher impact
of improvements in harm reduction-interventions (S2) on the number of HCV infections (8.4% of
infections avoided compared with S1 vs. 4.3% in the main analysis). Still, the impact on the adjusted
life expectancy remained low (+0.031 QALYs compared with S1 vs. +0.018 QALYs in the main
analysis). However, the scenario is dominated (i.e. more expensive, but less effective) by S4
(improvement in the HCV testing/linkage to care). Regarding the social network, the results remained
similar when we increased or decreased the connectivity in the random graph model. The only
remarkable change is that the improvement of testing and linkage to care (S4) was no more extended
10

dominated by S5 (combination of improvement in testing, linkage to care and treatment from F0) with
an ICER=€5,900/S1.
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DISCUSSION
In this study, we used a dynamic, individual-based model including a social network and a model of
natural history of CHC to assess the cost-effectiveness of improvements in harm reduction measures
and in the CHC cascade of care, using new DAAs, in the population of PWID in France with the idea
of evaluating different strategies to achieve HCV elimination. Several important points emerged from
this analysis.
Firstly, an improvement in existing harm reduction interventions, either with faster access to NSP and
OST (S2) alone, or combining this faster access with improvements in testing/linkage to care and
treatment-initiation criteria (S6), only slightly increased the adjusted average life expectancy (+0.018
QALYs and +0.07 QALYs respectively) compared to similar scenarios that did not feature such
improvements (S1 and S5). Secondly, improvements in testing and linkage to care (S4) increased the
adjusted average life expectancy (16.083 QALYs vs. 15.846 in the current practice). Thirdly, treating
from F0 considerably increased the lifetime cost, but was very effective (adjusted life
expectancy=16.382 QALY). However, S5, combining the treatment from F0 with an improvement in
testing and linkage to care, was very cost-effective and dominated (extended dominance) all the
previous scenario (ICER=€5,300/QALY, vs. S1). Moreover, this strategy dramatically decreased the
number of new infections in the population: around 2,200 over the lifetime of the initial population of
the model vs. 3,500 in the current practice. Adding harm reduction improvements in this scenario was
slightly effective, but not cost-effective (ICER=€105,600/QALY, vs. S5). However, it minimized the
number of infections occurring during the simulations, which reached 2,000.

In our main analysis, improving access to NSP and OST had a limited effectiveness. This was mainly
due to the already high access to OST in France, with 86% of PWID reporting having been on OST
during the last 6 months in ANRS-Coquelicot study 4. In addition, data we used for HCV
epidemiology in PWID corresponded to people recruited in harm reduction facilities, treatment
centers, and accommodation facilities. Thus, both the effectiveness and the coverage rate used for
these interventions in our analysis may be optimistic. However, in the sensitivity analysis, when we
used a higher initial HCV incidence rates, corresponding to estimates from PWID populations in
12

Montréal or London, the scenario combining an improvement in harm reduction, an improvement in
the HCV testing/linkage to care, and an initiation of treatment as of F0, was cost-effective when
compared to a situation that only included an improvement in HCV testing/linkage to care and an
initiation treatment at F0. Thus, there is a threshold of initial incidence in the interval of realistic
values, above which an improvement in harm reduction-interventions would be an efficient and costeffective way to complete a TasP strategy.

This study illustrated the high effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness, of improving both testing and
linkage to care together with a treatment from F0. This scenario, which corresponds to a “Test and
treat” strategy, should, in the future play a central role both in improving the life expectancies of those
living with HCV, and in reducing HCV transmission. In a previous study 13, we showed that
improving testing and linkage to care would have an impact on the occurrence of complications (11%
of cirrhosis complications avoided after 40 years with an improvement in testing, and 13% with an
improvement in linkage to care). This decrease in the number of complications explains the increase in
life expectancy in the present study. Combining these improvements with a treatment initiation at F0
instead of F2 made it possible, in addition, to avoid many new infections in the population. When the
only intervention is to initiate treatment right from F0 instead of from F2 (S5), the number of new
infections remains almost equal to that of the current-practice scenario, due to the high number of
reinfections. With the availability of new DAAs, in addition to treating early HCV-infected patients,
we should increase testing to diagnose HCV-infected PWIDs earlier and link these patients to care.

In this analysis, we found that a strategy of treatment as prevention, combining improvements in
testing and linkage to care with a treatment initiation from F0 (S5), was cost-effective, despite the high
HCV treatment costs. However, the budgetary impact of such a strategy would be high. The additional
cost was estimated at €6,776/PWID compared with the current situation, corresponding to an
additional overall cost of €47 million. A decrease in HCV treatment cost would, therefore, be an
important factor in making it possible to implement a strategy of TasP.

13

Data in the literature are scarce on the impact of combined interventions for treating an HCV epidemic
in PWID that include harm reduction interventions, improvements in the cascade of care, and antiviral
treatment. Martin et al. have studied the impact, among PWID in London, of combined interventions
including NSP, OST, and treatment delivery 38. They found that combining antiviral treatment with
OST and a high-coverage NSP is necessary in order to halve HCV prevalence over 10 years. The
combined impact of testing and linkage to care on an HCV epidemic has seldom been evaluated in the
past. In our analysis, it was shown to be critical.

Our study presents several limitations. First, uncertainties persist around the parameters we used in the
model, for example, for the current status of harm reduction interventions, or for quality-of-life data
for PWIDs. However, the impact of these uncertainties was evaluated in the sensitivity analysis.
Second, in the absence of data about PWID social networks in France, we used Australian data 22.
Despite the possibility of network structures in France being different, the use of these data allowed us
to build a realistic network model, with a restriction of HCV-transmission possibilities to a small
subgroup of injecting partners. Third, we did not take into consideration any health benefits from the
harm reduction interventions deployed in our scenarios on other health issues in PWID, such as HIV
infection prevention 39, drug related morbidities 40, or drug related crimes 41. This could have make
harm reduction strategies more cost-effective.

In conclusion, improvement in testing and linkage to care together with an access to treatment
regardless of the stage of HCV disease, namely “Test and treat” strategy, was, in our analyses, the
critical intervention for increasing PWID life expectancy in France, and it would be cost-effective. It
would also dramatically decrease new HCV infections. Depending on the HCV incidence in PWID,
completing this strategy by an improvement in harm reductions that may have an impact on safer
environments for injecting practices could be efficient and critical. Decreasing the cost of the new
antiviral drugs would facilitate the implementation of these strategies by decreasing their budgetary
impact.
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Table 1 Key parameters for the model: initial population, infection, and care.
Parameter

Value

References

20×524*

Population size
Initial distribution infection and care
Susceptible

57.2%

ANRS-Coquelicot, see 13

0%*

Acute hepatitis
Non-diagnosed chronic hepatitis

9.2%

Diagnosed, non-linked to care chronic hepatitis C

11.3%

Diagnosed and linked to care chronic hepatitis C

16.0%

Under treatment

2.2%

Non-responders after treatment

4.1%

ANRS-Coquelicot, see
13

}

Initial distribution related to harm reduction interventions
None

30%*

NSP

20%*

NSP+OST

50%*

0.184 y-1partner-1

Infection rate by injecting partner

Derived from 3, 42-44
}
Fitted by ABC to have a
12/100 p-y baseline incidence
15, 16
– see Supplementary
Material S1

Relative risk of infection when under
NSP

0.5

NSP+OST

20

0.21
}

Transition from “no harm reduction intervention” to NSP

For a high-coverage
needle program (i.e.
where a sterile syringe
is available for 100%
of the injections of the
user)

*

2y

Transition from NSP to NSP+OST
First time

1y*

Next times

0.25y*
2.3y*

Transition from NSP+OST to NSP

3, 42-44

}

Average time from chronic infection to diagnosis
Current PWID

1.25 y

Previously estimated from
ANRS Coquelicot data, see 13,

Former PWID

1.45 y

21

Average time before linkage to care

2.6 y

Loss to follow-up rate

Previously fitted from ANRS
Coquelicot data using ABC,
see 13, 21
45

14%/y

Treatment: incoming DAAs regimens
Duration

12 weeks
}

SVR rate – treatment naïve – all genotypes- clinical trials

95%

*

Hypothesis
ABC: Approximate Bayesian Computation
SVR: Sustained virological response

20

5-7, 10-12, 46

PWID: People who inject drugs
y-1 : per year
HCC: Hepatocellular carcinoma
DAA: Direct-acting antiviral
HCV: Hepatitis C virus
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Table 2 Annual mean costs (SD) attributable to chronic hepatitis C: ambulatory costs (never treated
and after HCV treatment failure) and hospitalization costs (no death and in-hospital death)14
Liver disease stage
Ambulatory costs (€)
Hospitalization costs (€)
Never

After treatment

treated

failure

F0/F1

70 (10)

53 (12)

F2/F3

128 (22)

86 (15)

F4

228 (20)

71 (18)

No death

In-hospital death

278 (1,087)

337 (1,377)

1,295 (3,732)

6,450 (11,422)

Decompensation

96 (21)

9,874 (12,246)

16,119 (17,778)

HCC

96 (21)

11,745 (11,634)

16,643 (14,137)

First year

96 (21)

56,021 (40,329)

90,712 (55,462)

Following years

96 (21)

5,445 (11,123)

15,911 (23,307)

Liver transplant
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Table 3 Description of the 6 scenarios simulated

Scenario

S1 – Reference
(current practice)

Mean time
before
access to
NSP after
injection
initiation
(years)

Mean time
before
access to
OST when
in NSP
(years)

Mean time to
diagnosis
(active/inactive
PWID)
(years)

Mean time
to
linkage to
care
(years)

Lost to
Follow-up
(%/year)

Treatment
eligibility

Remark

2

1

1.25/1.45

2.6

14

F2→F4

Comparator

S2 – Improved harm
reduction interventions

1

0.5

1.25/1.45

2.6

14

F2→F4

S3 – Treatment
initiation: fibrosis ≥ F0

2

1

1.25/1.45

2.6

14

F0→F4

S4 – Improved
testing/linkage to care

2

1

0.5

0.5

5

F2→F4

S5 – Combined S3 and
S4

2

1

0.5

0.5

5

F0→F4

S6 – Combined S2, S3
and S4

1

2

0.5

0.5

5

F0→F4

NSP: needle and syringe program; OST: opioid substitution therapy; LTFU: loss to follow-up
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We improved access to NSP and OST in the
population. Indeed, as the risk of HCV infection is
particularly high during the first year of injection 47, 48,
faster access to NSP or OST could help to reduce
infections.
All diagnosed individuals who have been linked to
care, receive treatment (excluding those with a
cirrhosis complication).
In order to accelerate access to care in this scenario,
we improved testing, linkage to care, and LTFU rate.
We improved testing and linkage to care for chronic
hepatitis C, and treatment was initiated from F0 for an
earlier antiviral treatment initiation.
We improved harm reduction interventions and the
cascade of care for chronic hepatitis C, and treatment
was initiated from F0.

Table 4 Results of the main analysis. Costs, life expectancy and adjusted life expectancy are discounted according to French guidelines. The scenarios were sorted by
increasing costs.
Average lifetime
cost (sd)
(€)

Average life
expectancy (sd)
(y)

S1 – Reference (current practice)

20,762 (184)

18.402 (0.055)

15.846 (0.055)

3,461 (85)

992 (45)

S2 – Improved risk reduction interventions

21,731 (184)

18.405 (0.056)

15.864 (0.055)

3,319 (83)

S4 – Improved testing/linkage to care

22,200 (155)

18.494 (0.057)

16.083 (0.057)

S3 – Treatment initiation: fibrosis ≥F0

24,566 (242)

18.424 (0.054)

S5 – Combined S3 and S4

25,223 (227)

S6 – Combined S2 and S3 and S4

25,962 (234)

Scenario

Adjusted average
Average number
Average number of
life expectancy (sd)
of reinfections
new infections (sd)
(QALYs)
after SVR (sd)

ICER
(€/LY)

ICER
(€/QALY)

949 (42)

Extended
dominance

Extended
dominance

3,491 (87)

1,191 (49)

15,600

Extended
dominance

16.382 (0.054)

3,216 (112)

1,470 (70)

Dominated

Extended
dominance

18.509 (0.055)

16.694 (0.054)

2,176 (100)

1,050 (65)

Extended
dominance

5,300

18.513 (0.055)

16.701 (0.054)

2,025 (99)

971 (62)

198,000

105,600

sd: standard deviation ; y: year ; QALY: quality-adjusted life-year, SVR: sustained virological response, ICER: incremental cost-effectiveness ratio.
Cost, life expectancy and quality-adjusted life expectancy are discounted according to French guidelines 29: discount rate of 4% for individuals younger than 30,
which was linearly decreased to 2% between 30 and 50 years of age, and set at 2% after 50. The scenarios were sorted by increasing costs. Dominated=more
expensive and less effective. Extended dominance=at least one more expensive scenario is more cost-effective.
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Figure 1. Dynamic model for harm reduction, HCV transmission and care, and chronic hepatitis C natural history. A.
Harm reduction interventions. NSP=Needle and syringe program, OST=Opioid substitution therapy. New PWID enter
the model in the “Difficult access to injecting equipment” compartment. Each transition occurs according to
exponential law. αOST-NSP depends on the existence of a previous OST among the PWID: patients tend to wait less time
to return to OST than they did between starting to inject and trying OST for the first time. B. Model for HCV infection
and care. A new PWID enters the model as susceptible. Plain arrows correspond to transitions occurring according to
exponential probability distributions. Dashed lines correspond to transition occurring after a fixed time with a given
probability. Dotted lines correspond to transitions related to a transition in the natural history model. n(i) refers to the
number of infectious injecting partners of the PWID. RRrisk_red refers to the relative risk of infection related to the
status of PWID in relation to harm reduction interventions. C. Natural history of chronic hepatitis C in the model.
F0/F1 refers to an F0 or F1 Metavir score; and F2/F3 to an F2 or F3 Metavir score. Each transition occurs according to
exponential law. λTP-D depends on the time since transplant: the mortality rate is higher during the first year.
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Figure 2. Efficiency curve representing the results of the main analysis (in black) and the sensitivity analysis, when
varying the initial incidence to 22/100 person-years (in dark grey) and 42/100 person-years (in light grey). Each dot
represents a scenario, and the dots are linked for non-dominated scenarios. The slope of the line gives a visual
representation of the ICER: a steep slope corresponds to a highly cost-effective scenario. ICER: Incremental costeffectiveness ratio; QALY: Quality-adjusted life year.
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